THEgeorge'"

THE GEORGE

Century Square I College Station, Texas
Reservations: 1.866.842.0100

Accentuating the Setting

Located in the center of the Century Square mixed use
development project on the Texas A&M campus, the George™,
brings an authentic, refined and local experience to the Brazos
Valley region. This property is comprised of large community
lounge areas both inside and out and intimate settings with its
craft cocktail bar, restaurant and wine bar. The GeorgeTM name is
a subtle nod to the many famous Georges throughout history who
helped change industry or history from music, energy, film,
photography and agriculture. Most notably to the immediate
region is George H. Bush whose presidential library is at Texas
A&M University. The name "George" has both an English elegance
and Southern connotation which is consistent with the hotel's
design.

Indulging the Senses
•
•
•
•
•

162 Refined Rustic guest rooms
Custom Valencia Bed with luxurious Egyptian cotton linens
Proudly serving Katz Coffee TM, Roasted to Perfection sM
Bath amenities by California modern apothecary, Lather®
Complimentary wireless high-speed Internet access in all guest
rooms and public areas
• Flat-panel plasma televisions

Delivering the Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complimentary self-parking
Valet parking
Complimentary breakfast
Valencia VIP loyalty program
Craft cocktail bar
Restaurant & Wine bar
Outdoor fire pits
Outdoor courtyard with pool
Live music
Fitness center
Complimentary car service within a five-mile radius

Creating the Unexpected
The property boasts over 5,000 square feet of flexible meeting
space including a ballroom and boardroom that connects to the
main plaza of Century Square. The hotel has a Texas sized porch
that surrounds a modern version of a "local swimming hole"
where guests can seamlessly stroll under the covered porch with
rocking chairs and relax under the canopy of trees surrounding
the pool and the many fire pits. The hotel will offer an abstract,
contemporary aesthetic and art installations that are rooted in the
agriculture and mechanical community while paying subtle
homage to the region's railways station; the town's namesake.

Stay Authentic:.

